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The all-new play environment at Wollongong Boat Harbour has greatly
enhanced the entire area making it even more popular and is a major
attraction for kids and parents alike!
Inspiration for the new play area was drawn from
Wollongong’s most important residents…
the children!
Landscape Architect Fiona Robbé designed the
area which includes the play area in conjunction with
input from the children of nearby primary schools.
The children nominated their favourite activities and
gave Fiona valuable insight into what would really
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make this area special to them.
Then the historic character of the area and its links
to the coal and fishing industries were woven into a
design that has become a landmark for the region.
The playground is complemented with sandstone
terraces, a beautiful promenade along the
waterfront, eating areas and coordinated soft
landscaping.
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Wollongong Boat Harbour (cont)…
One of the interesting features of the play area is
that although substantial in size it is barely visible
from the nearby road.
This is important to the client, Wollongong City
Council, as the precinct is an important part of
the regions heritage and line of sight to the
harbour needed to remain unimpeded.
The design makes clever use of natural, falling
ground levels and the colours and shapes of the
visible parts of the play structure give just enough
clues that there is a treat in store if you stop and
visit the area.
More info
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Introducing Kubbi, allowing Mum’s and Dad’s to relax while their toddlers play!

This new play area at Eltham Place Reserve designed by Jana Osvald of Umbaco Landscape
Architects for Sutherland Shire Council, is a great
example of how Kubbi can be used in a small
suburban park.
Kubbi, which was developed with Jana’s help for
this small local playground setting, is the perfect
blend of age appropriate play challenges with
plenty of opportunities for role play and
imaginative play.
Suitable for 2 to 7 year olds there are
plenty of places for small people to
“hide” and many games where they
can interact with their parents or
peers.
Beautiful flowing shapes and designs
are instantly appealing to children and
low level slides and climbers
ensure that the ageappropriate theme is carried
right through the range.
More info.
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Introducing new Compact Swing and
Junior Tot Swing...
Compact Swing and Junior Tot Swing have
been released to provide you with more
alternatives to the A frame swing sets.
Because of a smaller overall footprint and the
simplicity of the design, they provide a perfect
option when space and budget are tight.
More info
Moduplay Compact Swing

Moduplay
Tot Swing at
Chandler Park,
Griffith City
Council

Moduplay Compact Swing also
available in Triple and Quad format
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Remember the good old-fashioned
swings that took you so high you felt
like you were flying?
More details on the design and unique location of
these extra high swings in the next issue of
Project Play.

